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Elusive Mystery Sub Slips Out Of Norwegian Fjord

By United Press International

The United Nations Security Council yesterday ordered the U.S. to send a rapid reaction force to the area of the Chaco region in South America to prevent any further fighting between Bolivia and Paraguay.

The Security Council voted 12-1 to authorize the rapid reaction force, which is expected to arrive within 48 hours.

The vote came after the United States warned that it would use force if necessary to prevent further fighting.

The Security Council also called for a cease-fire and urged both countries to withdraw their forces from the border area.

The United Nations has been mediating the dispute since December 1971, when Bolivia charged that Paraguay was invading its territory.

The rapid reaction force was requested by the United States, which said it would take action if necessary to prevent further fighting.

The United States has beenStatements3
Simple Cancer Test Foreseen by Doctor

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The directors of the National Cancer Institute are expected to announce within the next few weeks that they have developed a new cancer test that will be available to doctors nationwide by early 1975.

The test, which is based on the discovery of cancer cells in the blood, is expected to be a major breakthrough in the fight against cancer. The test will allow doctors to detect cancer at an early stage, when treatment is most effective.

Midwest City Church Thanks Secretary, Gives Her Auto

DETROIT — The Salvation Army in Midwest City has presented a new car to Secretary Mary Brown. The car was presented in appreciation of her many years of service to the organization.

Jackie Shrigs Off Book's Nudie Photos

NEW YORK — Jackie Shrigs has announced that she will be leaving the nudie photos industry. Ms. Shrigs has been a popular figure in the nude photos scene for many years and has appeared in numerous photo shoots.

Dying Man To Begin Experiment

NEW YORK — A dying man has begun an experimental treatment for his disease. The treatment involves the use of a new drug that has shown promise in preliminary tests.

Churchill Said Bomb Saved Civilization

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Sir Winston Churchill, former British Prime Minister, has disclosed that the atomic bomb was the only weapon that could have saved civilization.

Baltian Negotiations Planned

FEZ — The Egyptian government has announced that it is planning to negotiate a peaceful settlement with the Balts. The negotiations are expected to begin in the coming weeks.

Teen Beauty Plans Future

NEW YORK — A young beauty has announced her plans for the future. She intends to pursue a career in modeling and hopes to become a top fashion model.

Japanese To Visit Peking

Peking — A Japanese delegation is expected to visit Peking in the coming weeks. The visit is expected to be an important step in the normalization of relations between the two countries.

Paran Centers With Party Members

NEW YORK — Paran Centers has announced that it will be holding a party for its members. The party will be held in the coming weeks and will feature music, food, and drinks.

Churchill Said Bomb Saved Civilization

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Sir Winston Churchill, former British Prime Minister, has disclosed that the atomic bomb was the only weapon that could have saved civilization.

Florsheim The Elegant Shoes

Florsheim's new line of shoes is available in stores now. The line includes a variety of styles and colors to suit any occasion.

Magnavox Gift Values

Magnavox is offering a special gift with purchase. The gift is a 19" color TV with remote control.

O'Davis & TQAY have joined hands to make this sensational offer for your family's Merrtiest Christmas ever!

O'Davis & TQAY have joined hands to make this sensational offer for your family's Merrtiest Christmas ever!

TQAY Family Centers have a new line of living room, bedroom, and dining room furniture. Now you can have the new furniture you want at our regular low discount price — and still give the kids their Merrtiest Christmas ever! Between now and Christmas when you buy a new living room, bedroom, or dining room suite from O'Davis we will give you a free gift certificate for $100 worth of toys or any other merchandise of your choice redeemable at any TQAY Family Center.

NO PAYMENTS TILL FEBRUARY
Editorials

News ‘Protection’ Crucial

What it did for us was to bring about a crisis so that the people of the nation could be made aware of the situation and act accordingly. We did it, and we did it quite successfully. This is what we did: we put a price on the people’s heads.

In certain parts of the country, it has been necessary to take extreme measures to prevent the spread of this disease. We have been advised that the situation is critical and that immediate action is required.

The PEOPLE’S Voice

Bob Considine

Curtain Call
For Music Hall

Words

The people of this country are in danger, and we need to act quickly to prevent the spread of this disease.

Endorsed Not Out Of Pocket

Paul Harvey

Handouts Help, Hurt

Exxonmobile
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Saints Surprise
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Eppard Photo Supplies Inc
5,000 Attend Religious Celebration

The religious celebration was held in the Myriad Convention Center. It was attended by thousands of people who came to listen to the speakers and participate in the service. The image shows a group of people standing in the center of the hall, possibly during a prayer or song. A banner is visible in the background, although the text on the banner is not legible. The scene is well-lit, with artificial lighting illuminating the area. People appear to be actively engaged in the event, with some looking upwards, possibly at the speaker or a larger screen. The atmosphere suggests a solemn and reverent mood, typical of religious gatherings. The text on the banner is not legible, preventing us from understanding the exact context or purpose of the banner. The overall impression is one of a significant religious event, possibly a national or international gathering, given the size and scale of the convention center.